
The glass half full
The old story about pessimists and optimists suggests that, on viewing a glass in which
liquid is at the halfway mark, a pessimist will see the glass "half empty," and an optimist
will see it "half full."

While this is an interesting way to view the difference between a positive outlook on life
and a negative one, it just doesn't go far enough.

A pessimist will actually see the glass not merely half-empty, but "almost gone," and he'll
act as if it was all gone.

No good thing is likely to be accomplished by a pessimist. Pessimists do not start
companies, because they "know" the company will fail (and with them running it, it surely
would). They don't invent objects, because "they won't work." They don't look for new
jobs, because "nobody would hire me." They don't lose weight, because "I'll gain it all
back." They don't do anything more than pull the rest of humanity down along with them.

And they pull society down amazingly well.

If there is a hell, it's going to be populated by pessimists. They won't care, because they
always knew they were going there, anyway. Their spouse won't care if they did go to
hell, because they make being married into a hell on earth. Pessimists do not succeed,
except accidentally, because they never start out on a path towards success.

Pessimists write books, newspaper stories, and signs that say "The world will end
tomorrow." Optimists write these things, too, but the books are positive, the newspaper
stories are interesting and upbeat, and the picket signs say "Grand Opening." Pessimists
never invest in themselves. They don't make goals because they know they'll never
meet them. They don't take chances, because they have every expectation that the
chance will go awry.

Some people will suggest that optimists take too rosy a view of life. They brand
themselves as "realists."  In my experience, realists are just "real" pessimistic.
Reality is something that must be mixed with a good, healthy dose of hope.

Optimists plan for the future; they push themselves to their best. They see the future as
if it was already here, and if they were already successful. In the long run, they may not
gain any more success than the pessimist, but they have more chance of seeing their
desires realized. Plus, they will love life -- and live life -- a whole lot more.
Optimists live a life that is more than half full. And pessimists live a life that is almost
always empty.
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